
Welcome
If your already registered, Welcome. Please login.

Access all quality content
Your registration doesn't mean you can access all the quality content our members produce. Because you
are newly visiting, if you want to join our membership, we ask, first that you tell us a little bit about
yourself. Once you filled up our member application, you can then go reach our member's space. The paid
subscription helps us cover the ever increasing fixed cost of maintaining this operation up and above.

Once authenticated

https://satoshi.yoga/tiki-login.php
https://satoshi.yoga/TellUsAboutYourself
https://satoshi.yoga/TellUsAboutYourself


Enjoy these
Read, receive the Satoshi.Yoga Magazine, a quality hybrid publication written by experienced yoga
teachers.
Submit an article for publication if you dream about reaching new students. See bellow for more
information. If you already did and you need to know where are we at since your submission, please
write to media -at- satoshi dot yoga

You own and maintain control over your content. That is one important characteristic about our
magazine. It is your content, your ideas, it is yours for ever.

Einstein, the smart yogi told
Wisdom is gained by experience. Everything else is information.
Start for free

Transform Information into Wisdom

Already a member
There three types of memberships
Belong to one of theses

Free registration. You can can consult past issues of our magazine and receive our newsletter.
Paid one year Community Membership . You get full editing power of your space. Our vision is to
create a relationship with your shared values. Once your third article is being published, you get
remunerated as a regular contributor.
Be part of the https://satoshi.yoga/Continuum. After becoming a member, apply for Group
Ownership so that you Join our BlockChain. We've created a token, were in Alpha mode. See for
yourself.

We're looking for regular contributors
Our Mission, Vision and Values are about sharing and making Yoga Shine - Why becoming a member
Donate - Contribute - Get maximum reach

https://satoshi.yoga
mailto:media@satoshi.yoga
https://satoshi.yoga/TellUsAboutYourself
https://satoshi.yoga/TellUsAboutYourself
https://buy.stripe.com/3csbKE6TS4Yu9OMdRy
https://satoshi.yoga/Continuum
https://buy.stripe.com/3csbKE6TS4Yu9OMdRy
https://satoshi.yoga/TellUsAboutYourself
https://satoshi.yoga/TellUsAboutYourself
https://satoshi.yoga/ToshiYog
https://satoshi.yoga/ToshiYog
https://satoshi.yoga/ToshiYog


Subscribe for one year

Get the Satoshi.Yoga Hybrid magazine - Make a difference
The Satoshi.Yoga Subscription is our gift to the world of Yoga. This 'Digital Newspaper' subscription is a
one time, one year subscription. No automatic renewal is set to be surprised.
You can download the previous issues and contribution to the next ones. Our platform is created to give
you the power to create and share your knowledge about yoga, be the best source of truth, give and
receive.

The Satoshi.Yoga magazine is the digital version of a traditional newspaper published at regular
intervals. You access the entire publication and you can downloaded it to a device with access that is
conditioned upon continued subscription payment.

You can be here bellow

https://satoshi.yoga/banner_click.php?id=20


Subsribe - Join our editorial team & receive the current issue of our magazine

Contact us
media -at- satoshi dot yoga
Thank you

If you forgot your password, we can help
If your not registered, please talk to us.

mailto:media@satoshi.yoga
https://satoshi.yoga/tiki-remind_password.php
https://satoshi.yoga/TellUsAboutYourself
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